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ABSTRACT – This theoretical work describes the
development of mathematical models to include surface
roughness and fluid inertia effects in non-Newtonian
THD analysis of a journal bearing. The average
Reynolds equation, the pressure induced mean
velocities and velocity components are modified using
Patir and Cheng’s [7] flow factors. The expressions for
the fluid-film pressure derivatives for the computation
of fluid-film dynamic coefficients are also developed.
Finite element method and its numerical algorithm for
the simultaneous solution of modified average
Reynolds, energy and conduction equations are
described. The effects of roughness parameters on static
and dynamic characteristics of journal bearing are
studied by considering non-Newtonian behavior of
lubricant, thermal and fluid inertia effects.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The classical non-Newtonian thermohydrodynamic
(THD) analysis of a journal bearing neglects the surface
roughness and fluid inertia effects due to complexity in
the development of mathematical models and their
solution process. However, when the fluid-film
thickness of bearing is of the order of few micrometers,
the surface roughness alters the bearing performance.
Further, for the bearing operating with low viscosity
lubricants under high speed, the fluid inertia forces
cannot be neglected. Hence, non-Newtonian THD
analysis of journal bearings with surface roughness and
fluid inertia effects is most essential.
From last few decades, Banerjee et al (1), Tichy
and Bou-Said [2], Bou-Said and Ehret [3] and Kakoty
and Majumdar [4] put their effort to develop several
concepts and mathematical models for the inclusion of
fluid inertia effects in the lubrication problems.
However, these studies [1-4] were mainly based on ideal
smooth surfaces of bearings.
Though, the studies from Sujith Prasad et al. [5, 6]
address the combined influence of surface roughness
and fluid inertia on journal bearing performances, their
studies were restricted to the study of static performance
characteristics of journal bearing only.
The present study is aimed to develop
mathematical models for the prediction of surface
roughness and fluid inertia effects on static and dynamic
characteristics of journal bearing under non-Newtonian
THD analysis.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

The modified average Reynolds equation and
pressure induced mean velocities in x and y directions
can be expressed in nondimensional form as
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Where fx ,f y are the pressure flow factors and fs is the
shear flow factors. These can be obtained from Patir and
Cheng [7]. Re* and Gx , G y are the modified Reynolds
number and inertia functions.
Non-Newtonian behavior of lubricant is accounted
using power law model and equations (1) and (2) are
simultaneously solved using Newton-Raphson iterative
method to get fluid-film pressure for inertia solution.
The static performance characteristics are computed
from this pressure. The fluid-film dynamic coefficients
are computed using pressure derivatives with respect to
journal centre displacements and velocities using the
appropriate expressions and iterative schemes
developed in this work. A computer code is developed
using FORTRAN 77.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results showing the influence of transversely

(g = 1 / 6) and longitudinally ( g = 6 ) oriented roughness

patterns and roughness characteristics of opposing
surfaces such as stationary (rough bearing and smooth
journal, Vrj = 0 ), two-sided (both surfaces rough,
Vrj = 0.5 ) and moving (smooth bearing and rough

journal,

Vrj = 1 )

roughness

on

performance

characteristics of a finite journal bearing with nonNewtonian, thermal and fluid inertia effects are
computed for the nondimensional parameters shown in
each figures. The results of rough bearings are
compared with the results of smooth bearing.
Figure 1 shows that the longitudinal roughness,
which restrict the dominant pressure induced axial flow
of lubricant, provides maximum enhancement for the
load carrying capacity of bearing for all the cases
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considered. Though the transverse roughness pattern
enhances the pressure induced axial flow, it provides a
marginal enhancement for load capacity by restricting
the pressure induced circumferential flow of lubricant at
converging section. From Figure 2, the stationary
roughness with transverse type roughness pattern
partially compensates the reduction in load carrying
capacity of smooth bearing due to non-Newtonian
behavior of lubricant.

As seen from Figure 3, the transverse roughness
pattern in two-sided type rough bearing provides
reduced fluid-film stiffness coefficient ( S xx ) when nonNewtonian behavior of lubricant is not considered while
it provides enhanced coefficient when non-Newtonian
behavior of lubricant is considered. Similar trend on
stiffness coefficient ( S zz ) and damping coefficients
( C xx , C zz ) has been observed for this transverse
roughness pattern (these results are not presented).

e = 0.5, Lhmin = 3,Vrj = 0.5

12

4.

CONCLUSIONS

a)

Influence of fluid inertia becomes considerable
only when the viscosity variation of lubricant due
to rise in fluid-film temperature and/or nonNewtonian behavior of lubricant is considered.
The longitudinal roughness pattern in two-sided
type rough bearing and transverse roughness
pattern in stationary type rough bearing provides
the maximum possible compensation for the
reduction in load carrying capacity of smooth
bearing due to non-Newtonian behavior of
lubricant.
In a two-sided type rough bearing, the influence of
roughness orientations, especially transverse
roughness pattern, on fluid-film stiffness and
damping coefficients is tied with non-Newtonian
behavior of lubricant.
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Figure 1 Load carrying capacity.
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Figure 3 Fluid-film stiffness coefficient.
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